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Abstract
The research prototypes an optical fiber-scanning mechanism for capturing fiber-acquired
multiple images. First, the study develops an image processing firmware embedded in
high-speed hardware for image cropping, rotation, sharpening, and stitching, especially
synchronizing with the moving mechanism. Then, the embedded firmware successively builds
panoramic images while iteratively acquiring images as the mechanism in motion. This research
applies a 3D printing technology to prototype the mechanism components and employs
servomotors for mechanism motions during the prototyping stage. Next, the mechanism guides
the scanning motions to follow prescribed trajectories while capturing images of specified
regions. Finally, the research embeds the firmware developed on a Linux OS platform into a
high-speed controller board. The resolution tests verify that the best image resolution for the
prototyped optical mechanism reaches 14.30 line pairs per millimeter, and the achievable image
resolution for an inspected object is 35 µm. Through acquiring and synthesizing images
simultaneously by the embedded firmware while the optical fiber-scanning mechanism is in
motion, this research demonstrates that the developed system effectively constructs panoramic
images for an endoscope device at a lower cost.
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(Some figures may appear in color only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

With recent advancements in science and technology, human
beings’ living environment becomes more comfortable in all
aspects. Still, rapidly evolving technologies also bring harmful
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side effects to numerous societies, and environmental pollu-
tions seriously harm human health [1]. Henceforth, biomed-
ical technology developments have become critical issues dur-
ing the last 2 decades [2]. Among the advances, microsurgery
technology has proposed minimal invasive surgery techniques
through endoscopy or other imaging means. The techno-
logy allows doctors to complete the surgery with no large-
scale wounds, implying that surgeons can observe internal
tissues inside a human body through endoscopy with minor
wounds [3]. Henceforward, endomicroscopy has become an
emerging imaging technology in facilitating image acquisi-
tions for in vivo and in situ optical objects, and fiber-bundled
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endomicroscopy is a widely employed technique nowadays for
clinical applications [4].

Even the endomicroscopy technology being beneficial for
the patients, its applications make orientation and manipula-
tion challenging for surgeons because the endoscope limits
the field of view [5], which inside an image-acquiring probe
is often smaller than the inspected object size. Researchers
usually perform image stitching on acquired image tiles of
scanned objects and assemble the intermediates into more
extensive mosaics to obtain seamless panoramic images,
but various optical aberrations crossing the tile boundar-
ies may result in edge artifact problems [6, 7]. Among the
image stitching approaches to reconstruct seamless panoramic
views, feature-based techniques extracting acquired images
to determine adjacent images’ correlations are prevalent.
Another approach to retrieving lost information due to a lim-
ited field of view is that researchers integrate a piezo tube scan-
ner at the tip of a fiber bundle and rapidly spin the fiber tip over
a range to acquire images at different locations of examined
objects [8, 9].

Researchers have also introduced various image stitching
techniques to expand the medical view for limited inspected
regions with several features registration methods in acquired
images [10, 11]. Researchers also apply a statistical model
to develop a robust elastic local alignment method to fil-
ter out outsiders during the image registration process [12],
and others apply a feedback strategy to develop an adapt-
ive as-natural-as-possible approach to generate more natural
panoramic views [13]. Nevertheless, the applications demand
a more precise and automatic process to obtain panoramic
views of the examined regions, requiring tilting or panning
motions for the image-acquiring fiber equipped with a high-
speed image processing facility.

When an image capturing mechanism moves consider-
ate displacements quickly to capture images for distanced
objects, building a parallax while composing large-scale pan-
oramic views is necessary [14]. Researchers usually quant-
itatively evaluate the magnitudes and variations of parallax
levels through the matching errors and patch similarity metrics
[15]. Thus for image acquisition of distanced objects, while the
camera moves for considerable distances quickly, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the generated parallax errors quantitatively
[16, 17].

Several works of literature report various methods to
evaluate panorama performances, such as dual homography
warp, smoothly varying local affine, and homography trans-
formations methods. Some literature also disclosed the
as-projective-as-possible method using high-precision local
alignment for overlap areas. Others presented the shape-
preserving half-projective method for non-overlap regions
[18], in which the technique patches imageswith large parallax
to produce natural panoramas without distortion. Accordingly,
quantitative evaluations of image stitching performances gen-
erally adopt a combined metric of luminance, contrast, and
structure (SSIM) [19], and the SAM index, which evaluates the
effect of stitching of color images and the IMR value, which
justifies the intensity gradient of stitched areas [20].

For other image acquisition and processing applications,
the literature review reports a survey of 50 research papers on
critical concrete crack detection using various image acquis-
ition techniques, such as camera image, IR image, ultra-
sonic image, time of flight diffraction (TOFD) image, laser
image, and other distinctive image types [21]. Among the
reviewed reports, camera-based image processing detects up
to 95% accuracy with a predefined error crack length limit,
ultrasonic-based image processing detects up to 96% accur-
acy, and TOFD-based image processing detects up to as high
as 90% accuracy. Also, applying artificial intelligence to clas-
sification or regression predictions for biomedical images is a
major research trend, and image training and verification of the
obtained model’s accuracy are essential. The literature docu-
ments that medical-specific based models using a regression
forest strategy quantitatively predict medical image registra-
tion errors. It easily achieves a classification accuracy rate of
95.4% [22], which an experiencedmedical expert needs to per-
form. For image registrations, the use of artificial intelligence
deep learning strategies, such as applying statistical methods
like principal component analysis, linear discrimination ana-
lysis, tree-forest regressions, support vector machine methods,
and others are an important trend.

Image registration after image capture mainly includes
feature-based, intensity-based, wavelet-based methods, elastic
or non-rigid transformations, and others [23, 24]. It is essen-
tial to select the transformation models. Researchers have
developed advanced registration methods, such as supervised
or unsupervised deep learning approaches, similarity analysis
through correlation-based statistical computations, and con-
verted frequency-domain spectrograms for subsequent image
stitching processing.

Literature documents that some researchers apply the scale
invariant feature transform to process blood cell mosaics and
reconstruct panoramic blood cell seamless images [25, 26].
Others employ binary descriptors such as binary robust inde-
pendent elementary features (BRIEF), which are fast and
robust local image feature detectors, to encode patch appear-
ance based upon compact binary strings during the image
stitching stage. Some studies have implemented the BRIEF
technique in various real-time applications segmented mosaic
images [27]. Researchers report that the oriented FAST and
rotated BRIEF (ORB) method combines the oriented features
from accelerated segment test (FAST) technique and rotated
BRIEF descriptors, explaining its improved stitching perform-
ances is preferable [28–30].

In addition, researchers tend to implement high-speed hard-
ware for biomedical applications, considering the requirement
of massive computation for endomicroscopy image processing
[31]. Literature reports that hardware implementation of com-
putation facilitates parallel processing of massive data sets in
real-time, and field programmable gate array (FPGA) archi-
tectures quickly realize developed artificial neural networks.
Other researchers apply digital image enhancement strategies
for different biomedical image processing, and the developed
codes are executed on FPGA hardware for higher processing
speed in real-time [32]. The approach is robust during scene
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movements and can automatically realize overlapping condi-
tions for adjacent images.

This research aims to develop an embedded firmware to
control an optical fiber-scanning mechanism, which simultan-
eously moves along prescribed trajectories and rapidly pro-
cesses the fiber-acquired images of designated regions in real-
time. The moving mechanism in minute motion carries the
fiber needle, which is normal to and very close to the sample
surface, aiming to capture sample images while keeping the
fiber in the right-normal direction during the scanning and
image acquisition process. The system then transmits the con-
secutively acquired images to the rear sensing device through
the optical fiber. Hence, the research neglects the parallax
issues, which usually occur for distanced object image acquis-
ition during fast camera motion and variations of image cap-
turing directions or position errors.

This research mainly focuses on processing the match-
ing features among captured adjacent images and the fusion
method of overlapping areas during the image stitching. The
study realizes that the platform’s gentle movement causes only
minimal required translation and rotation conversions to gen-
erate panoramic sample images. It is prospective to perform
quantitative parallax evaluations when this study modifies the
prototype to acquire images for distanced objects with signific-
ant motions in practical applications. It is feasible to utilize the
current prototype for applications to scan biomedical samples
in Petri dishes with extended detailed images to assemble and
scan delicate image patterns of artwork for verification in an
acceptable time.

This study develops acquiring/processing firmware for
moving the optical fiber beam and then performs data col-
lections through image acquisitions. The developed sys-
tem controls the scanning mechanism and performs image
acquiring/processing through the embedded firmware within
an FPGA embedded circuit board [33, 34]. Then, scanned
multiple mosaic images integrate into panoramic images with
image correction and synthesizing techniques. The developed
prototype effectively improves the capability to inspect lar-
ger objects and reconstruct the designated regions’ panoramic
views.

2. Method

2.1. Design of optical fiber-scanning mechanism

This research employs a flexible optical fiber, a fiber-scanning
mechanism, and image sensing and storage devices to develop
the system. The prototyped scanning mechanism drives the
optical fiber carrier to move in two directions, allowing the
image-acquiring fiber to scan an inspected object and cap-
ture its images. The research utilizes a SolidWorks tool to
design the optical fiber-scanningmechanism and fabricates the
device using a 3D printer. Two servomotors convert their rota-
tional power into linear movements through two gear-and-rack
sets for the mechanism. With the 3D printer fabrication capa-
city, size limit, and movement accuracy, the research applies
a gear-and-rack movement formula as l= z(θ/360◦)πm for

Table 1. Gear and rank parameters of the drive mechanism.

Pressure Number of Pitch circle
Part Modulus angle (α) teeth (z) diameter (d)

Gear 1 20◦ 28 28 meter
Rack 1 20◦ — —

Figure 1. Gear and rack assembly for horizontal motion.

the mechanism motions, where θ is the gear’s rotation angle,
l is the rack’s displacement, z is the number of gear teeth,
and m is the gear’s modulus. The relationship between the
number of gear teeth, z, and the pitch circle diameter, d, is
m= d/z.

The above two formulas imply that rotating every 1◦ for the
gear drives its corresponding rack to move 0.2 mm linearly.
The system employs a controller board to drive the two ser-
vomotors using PWM signals for the two gear-rack pairs. In
experiments, each servo motor rotates within a range of 180◦

to drive the corresponding rack on moving 43.92 mm trans-
lationally. Thus, the servomotors own a driving resolution of
244 µm deg−1 for the mechanism. Furthermore, the controller
issues four preset 1.5 ms width pulses for 1◦ angular rotation
of the servomotors. Hence, the mechanism assumes the linear
resolution of the moving racks is 61 µm/pulse applying the
PWM signals from the controller.

The study uses the FDM (fused deposition modeling) 3D
printer technique to fabricate the components for the moving
mechanism since it is affordable among all 3D printer tech-
niques (e.g. SLA, DLP, and SLS) in most educational laborat-
ories. The 3D printer’s nozzle diameter and deposition process
set the tolerance for all fabricated components to a minimum
of 0.1 mm. The 3D printer employs tough PLA (polylactic
acid) material, which owns a durable high-strength feature
compared with regular PLA, to fabricate the components. In
addition, the 3D printing implements a 100% solid fill rate
with at least 5 mm thickness to accomplish the fabrications.

According to the 3D printer fabrication capability, the
research set parameters for the matching gear and rack, as lis-
ted in table 1.

Figure 1 shows the assembly of one pair 3D printed gear-
and-rack set and their tooth matching profiles. Using the the-
oretic gear clearance formula, jn = 2sinφ · jr, where jr is the
radial clearance of the matching tooth pair, is the pressure
angle, the clearance in the normal direction for the tooth
matching surfaces is jn = 2sin20◦· 0.1 mm = 0.068 mm for
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Figure 2. A fiber-scanning mechanism for the optical needle’s
horizontal and vertical motions. Adapted with permission from [16].

Figure 3. Explosion view of the mechanism for the needle’s
horizontal and vertical motions.

a metal tooth pair with a circular pitch diameter of 28 mm.
Based on the design conservation principle, this research has
still assumed a backlash of 0.1 mm for the 3D printed gear-
rack pairs.

This study uses the parameter set to design the gear and
rack assembly in a SolidWorksmodel. Figure 2 shows the solid
model of the fiber-scanning mechanism, where the scanning
mechanism drives an image-acquiring fiber carrier to perform
scanning in vertical and horizontal directions. Also, figure 3
shows the perspective explosion view of the mechanism.

Figure 4 shows another perspective view of that optical
fiber-scanning mechanism, and figure 5 illustrates its explo-
sion view. This study inserts one end of the optical fiber bundle
throughout the needle housing to acquire images while mov-
ing the optical needle. The study also attaches the backend end

Figure 4. Optical fiber-scanning mechanism. Adapted with
permission from [16].

Figure 5. Explosion view of the optical fiber-scanning mechanism
with a webcam installed.

of the optical fiber bundle directly to a webcam’s lens to store
images captured from the fiber bundle’s front end.

Figure 6 shows the optical fiber-scanning mechanism pro-
totype for acquiring scanned images of inspected regions.

It is feasible to prototype an alternative mechanism design
for applications, as illustrated in figure 7. The pricey altern-
ative scheme employs two high-precision linear piezo actu-
ators to carry the fiber-scanning bundle. The piezo actuat-
ors could stroke up to 74.5 mm linearly with a resolution of
4.5 µm, and a linear velocity of 24 mm s−1 with a continu-
ous force of 6.5 N. Since the fiber bundle is light for the linear
piezo actuators to transport without the webcam on the plat-
form, the alternative fiber-scanning mechanism could move
and respond fast to accomplish the image scanning task using
high-voltage voltage sources. Also, there would be no gear-
rack pairs built in the illustrated alternative to avoid transmis-
sion and assembly errors.
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Figure 6. Prototype of the optical fiber-scanning mechanism.

2.2. Fiber-acquired segmented Image processing

The image acquiring bundle has a diameter of 800 µm, filled
with optical fibers having a diameter of 100 µm. Thus, about
sixty-four optical fibers are encircled in an image acquiring
bundle, with an estimated 75% filling rate for the 800 µm
cable, and each optical fiber owns a NA (numerical aperture)
of 0.37. Figure 8 illustrates the composition of the optical fiber
bundle and the mechanism transmitting image signals to its
backend from its scanning an object at the frontend.

The bundle consists of 100 µm diameter optical fibers,
couples directly to a webcam, owns a 720 dpi CMOS image
sensor, and performs proximity scanning, as shown in figure 9.
The optical mechanism can resolve light intensity variations
for more than 35.2 µm displacing of each optical fiber. It also
implies one optical fiber acquired image maps to 2.64 pixels
on the CMOS sensor chip. Note that the servomotors theor-
etically drive the racks at a 61 µm/pulse resolution, which is
small than the optical fiber diameter of 100 µm.

With an optical fiber bundle installed on the scanningmech-
anism, the acquisition device captures images and retains
necessary image portions after image cropping. Because a
probing needle wrapping the optical fibers has a tilted-and-
sharpened terminal, which owns an angled incline of 20◦

between its acquired input image and its processed out-
put image, as shown in figure 10. Hence, image rotation
processing executes immediately on the captured images to
recover their corresponding corrected ones.

Upon obtaining the multiple corrected images and storing
them into temporary memory divisions, the system executes
image preprocessing and synthesizing processes through the
embedded firmware, and FPGA hardware exports the panor-
amic images to complete the entire process.

2.2.1. Image registration. The study maintains the system’s
optical background during the laboratory experiments, and the
prototype system carries out the experiments on an optical
table. The optical fiber captures test sample images for sub-
sequent feature-based processing to perform image stitching.

This research mainly adopts the feature-based method and
uses translation, rotation, scaling and other basic linear affine
transforms in the image registration processes. The study
focuses on controlling the moving mechanism to acquire con-
secutive images for subsequent image stitching, expanding the
inspected views in small regions for biomedical usages. The
research realizes that once implementing the prototype in prac-
tical applications to generate panoramic images, it is neces-
sary to consider advanced image registration approaches and
intense analysis.

2.2.2. Image cropping, translation, rotation, and zooming.
Each optical fiber captured image includes the inspected object
and its surrounding area. By setting a target window over the
inspected area, the system cuts off irrelevant image portions
first, with only image pixels inside the window included. Then,
the system performs spatial image transformations, which con-
vert original image pixel coordinates to their corresponding
new coordinates with nearest-neighbor gray level. By embed-
ding the firmware for image scaling, translation, and rota-
tion operations in an FPGA high-speed hardware, as shown in
figure 11, the system achieves acquiring/processing/synthes-
izing multiple images as the fiber-scanning mechanism moves
on designated trajectories.

2.2.3. Image stitching. The optical fiber-scanning motions
cause the acquired images to blur to a certain degree and
demand image sharpening during the optical fiber-scanning
stage. However, only small portions of the acquired images
need to perform subsequent image-stitching and smoothing
processes during the scanning stage. Image stitching integ-
rates two or more (including partially overlapping) images
into a panoramic image, and the calculation process con-
sists of image matching, image synthesis, and setting camera
parameters.

Researchers usually acquire images with slight gaps by
shooting the same target with different cameras or expos-
ures [35]. Capturing the multiple images occurs from different
cameras or exposure sources, and thus it demands adjusting the
camera parameters and performing image averaging consist-
ently. Hence, people opting for a fixed camera and exposure
reduce processing difficulties for the multiple acquired images
of the same target and appeal for image matching when the
application conditions request.

Various feature point search and description methods and
subsequent image matching include feature point calcula-
tion and matching. The ORB calculation approach com-
bines the FAST technique to detect feature points and the
BRIEF strategy to calculate descriptors. Its application sig-
nificantly saves the calculation space and speeds up the cal-
culation speed, suitable for the image acquisition needs of
this study’s micro-motion moving mechanism. Hence, this
research employs the ORB discrimination method, which
determines matching features in adjacent images for the sub-
sequent stitching processes.

Before the image stitching process, sharpening the acquired
images enhances the noises, since merely intensifying the
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Figure 7. Illustrated alternative fiber-scanning mechanism design using linear piezo actuators.

Figure 8. Optical fibers bundle acquiring image signals.

Figure 9. Optical fiber bundle transmitting acquired image signals
to a CMOS camera.

Figure 10. Illustration of the scanning-fiber acquired input/output
image relation. Adapted with permission from [16].

blurred images helps also emphasizes image noises signific-
antly. Therefore, blurring the images first and followed by
sharpening avoid noise enhancement problems. Human eyes
tell no noticeable differences using the sharpening approach,
but the strategy intensifies the image features and helps
improve subsequent image synthesizing performance. This

study performs image boundary fusion processes for the
acquired segmented images during the optical mechanism
motion, including feathering, smoothing, blurring the areas
on both sides of the seam lines between adjacent segmen-
ted images, and softening and naturalizing the image portions
aside the seam lines.

3. Experiments

3.1. Resolution test for moving the optical fiber

The image resolution of an optical mechanism refers to the
CMOS chip resolution or screen display resolution, and it is
evident that the two definitions for the described objects are
different and not exchangeable. Therefore, this study tests the
resolution of the CMOS sensor for acquiring target images dir-
ectly. The research team employs a 1951 USAF resolution test
sample, as shown in figure 12, to evaluate the image-acquiring
capability in resolution for the optical mechanism.

The 1951 USAF resolution standard was established in
1951 by the American Air Force, and it aims to testify the
resolving power of optical systems. A 1951 USAF test sample
owns several straight short lines and arranges the line groups
from larger to smaller sizes in an array shape. By examin-
ing the short lines group by group through an optical mech-
anism, the first group with acquired images exhibiting distor-
ted lines determines the imaging system’s maximum resolving
power. People calculate the resolution of an imaging system as
follows:

R (lpmm−1) = 2G+
E−1
6 (1)

where R is the optical resolution (resolving power of the
optical imaging system), and R owns its unit in line pairs per
millimeter, i.e. lp mm−1. G represents the group number, as
illustrated by the red box in figure 13, and E is the element
number denoted by the blue circle in figure 13.

According to equation (1), each frame in figure 13 repres-
ents a corresponding optical resolution. Experiments using the
1951 USAF resolution test sample result in their correspond-
ing data are in table 2. The test’s resolution range is 1 lp mm−1
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Figure 11. Image processing procedures for fiber-acquired segmented images.

Figure 12. 1951 USAF resolution test sample. Adapted with
permission from [16].

Figure 13. Demonstration of group number (red frame) and unit
element number (blue frame). Adapted with permission from [16].

to 228 lp mm−1. For example, the yellow circle in figure 13
represents the first unit of group zero, corresponding to a res-
olution of 1 lp mm−1, i.e. the image-acquiring system has the
power to distinguish a 0.5 mm broad line from a 0.5 mm gap
within 1 mm.

From experimental results, figures 14 (a)–(d) show the
optical fiber acquired images, respectively, with different
groups and units utilized. All six pair units in the 3rd group
demonstrate clear images, but each pair unit’s images in the
4th group show blurred results. Then, this research employs
the 3rd group of the resolution test sample to carry out sub-
sequent image acquisition using the optical means. It implies
that the employed 100 µm diameter optical fibers can trans-
mit image signals with a resolution power of 14.30 lp mm−1,
and 34.5 µm is a differentiate scale for that setup. Thus, the
experiment uses the 1951 USAF standard optical test piece to

scan the scaled patterns and obtains a linearity scanning error
of 69.9 µm. Linear scanning repeatability is 99.54% for the
optical mechanism.

Note that the mechanical tolerances of the fabricated
components and servomotor structures confine the optical res-
olution for the moving mechanism, and the optimal theor-
etic resolution is calculated as 61 µm. However, from exper-
iments, the prototyped optical mechanism differentiates the
14.3 lp mm−1 pattern on the 1951 USAF optical resolu-
tion specimen. It implies that the experimental optical resol-
ution is approximately 69.9 µm, close to the optimal theoretic
resolution.

3.2. Image registration comparison and test for matching
features

This study uses the central image and right-middle partial
images of the 1951 USAF test sample in figure 12, as images
A and B, respectively, with overlapping regions included,
aiming to compare various registration methods for the sub-
sequent stitching process. Figure 15 shows the corresponding
two image portions.

The FAST registration for image A and image B results in
254 and 266 feature points, respectively, as shown in figure 16,
and obtains a set of 90 FAST matching features to extract for
panoramic image processing.

TheORB registration for segmented imagesA andB results
in 880 and 514 feature points, respectively, and obtains a set of
127 ORB matching features, as shown in figure 17, to extract
for panoramic image processing.

This research similarly tests other registration methods
for the two segmented 1951 USAF test sample images. The
maximally stable external regions (MSERs) registration for
images A and B results in 595 and 784 feature points, respect-
ively, and obtains a set of 107 MSER matching features.
The binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) regis-
tration for images A and B results in 424 and 390 feature
points, respectively, and obtains a set of 60 BRISK match-
ing features. The speeded up robust features (SURFs) regis-
tration for images A and B results in 213 and 221 feature
points, respectively, and obtains a set of 73 SURF matching
features.

Furthermore, the Harris–Stephens registration for images
A and B results in 185 and 175 feature points, respectively,
and obtains a set of 69Harris–Stephensmatching features. The
KAZE registration for images A and B results in 582 and 661
feature points, respectively, and receives a collection of 244
KAZE matching features. This study observes that the ORB
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Table 2. 1951 USAF resolution test chart corresponding to optical resolution (lp mm−1). Reprinted with permission from [16].

Number unit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 32.0 64.0 128.0
2 1.12 2.24 4.49 8.98 17.95 36.0 71.8 144.0
3 1.26 2.52 5.04 10.10 20.16 40.3 80.6 161.0
4 1.41 2.83 5.66 11.30 22.62 45.3 90.5 181.0
5 1.59 3.17 6.35 12.70 25.39 50.8 102.0 203.0
6 1.78 3.56 7.13 14.30 28.50 57.0 114.0 228.0

Figure 14. Fiber-acquired images of a 1951 USAF resolution test sample. (a) Group 3, unit 4; (b) group 3, unit 5; (c) group 3, unit 6;
(d) group 4, unit 1. Adapted with permission from [16].

Figure 15. Segmented images with overlapping regions included.
Adapted with permission from [16].

Figure 16. Feature points in the 1951 USAF test sample segmented
images. (a) 254 feature points in image A and (b) 266 feature point
in image B. Adapted with permission from [16].

registration achieves more matching features for the two over-
lapped test images except for the KAZE registration approach.
It facilitates the subsequent stitching process for the two adja-
cent images.

Figure 17. Matched ORB features in image A and image B of the
1951 USAF test sample. Adapted with permission from [16].

4. Results

4.1. Verification for stitching segmented images with
overlapping boundaries included

During the evaluation stage for the image synthesizing pro-
cess, a sample image obtained from the 1951 USAF resol-
ution test is segmented into nine small partial images with
overlapped adjacent regions, as shown in figure 18. All image
segments own different outline boundaries. With the coded
firmware embedded, an FPGA board imports adjacent partial
images of the 1951USAF sample each time and executes crop-
ping, rotating, blurring, sharpening, matching, and stitching
using the developed strategies.

The 1st imported group consists of ID-01 ∼ ID-09 partial
images, the 2nd group contains ID-01∼ ID-08 partial images,
the 3rd group contains ID-01 ∼ ID-06 partial images, and the
4th group contains ID-01 ∼ ID-04 and ID-06 ∼ ID-09 partial
images.

Table 3 shows the obtained panoramic images after per-
forming the developed strategy for image processing in
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Figure 18. Segmented images with overlapping boundaries
included.

Table 3. Experiments for panoramic images by synthesizing partial
image segments. Adapted with permission from [16].

Panoramic
Group No. Input image ID Group outline image

First group 01 ∼ 09

Second Group 01 ∼ 08

Third group 01 ∼ 06

Fourth group 01 ∼ 04 and 06 ∼ 09

groups. The embedded FPGA board processes the 2nd group
using eight partial images (images ID-01 ∼ ID-08), in which
a rectangular gap exists at the lower right corner of the panor-
amic image boundary. It is evident that the processed 1st group
(images ID-01 ∼ ID-09) exports a panoramic image holding
the same complete rectangle as the original one, and the image
synthesis results in an image that is the same as the original one
without any distortion.

The image synthesis result confirms the same effectiveness
as the experiment result for the 1st group, and the panoramic
image displays a black gap at the ID-09 position of the com-
plete original one. The resulting panoramic image matches the
given image group without distortion. The experiment’s 3rd
group (images ID-01 ∼ ID-06) owns no partial images below
the boundary and leaves an entirely blank space. The image
synthesis result also shows no distortion, and black portions

Figure 19. Blue circled area in the resolution test sample for
scanning.

Figure 20. Optical fiber scanned/acquired/processed multiple
images (36 × 36 pixels each).

exist at the blank area, consistent with the original 3rd group.
The 4th group (images ID-01 ∼ ID-04 and ID-06 ∼ ID-09)
owns a missing block in the original complete image center.
Similarly, the image synthesis result shows no distortion, and
a black area exists at the center of the panoramic image.

Hence, this study verifies that the developed system sat-
isfies the matching feature point requirement for multiple
images and owns acceptable synthesizing performance to
restore segmented images to their original ones. The mov-
ing mechanism inevitably demands the developed image pro-
cessing strategy during the optical fiber-scannedmotion, when
the optical fibers acquire multiple images to form a panoramic
view for an examined object.

4.2. Integration of image processing embedded board and
optical fiber-scanning mechanism

The system scans the third group of the 1951 USAF resolution
test sample by controlling the optical fiber-scanning mechan-
ism, starting from unit 1 to unit 6. The test process controls
the motors’ rotations for moving the optical fiber to scan. The
embedded FPGA executes image acquisition at a frequency
of one image per degree of rotation. The blue circled area in
figure 19 denotes the 3rd group of the sample that the proto-
typed optical fiber moving mechanism scans.

By exercising the image acquisition during fiber-scanning
and performing image cropping, rotation, blurring, and
sharpening simultaneously, the system obtains the consecut-
ively segmented images with a pixel size of 36 × 36, each
shown in figure 20.

Performing direct image stitching only on the optical fiber-
acquired multiple images results in a panoramic image shown
in figure 21(a). Alternatively, figure 21(b) shows a panoramic

9
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Figure 21. Panoramic images: (a) through direct image stitching,
(b) through blurring, sharpening, and stitching.

image from performing blurring and sharpening first followed
by image stitching, and it demonstrates a better resolution than
the corresponding directly stitched one.

The research confirms through the 1951 USAF optical res-
olution test sample, as shown in figure 21, the developed proto-
type effectively generates stitched panoramic images for small
image regions using optical fiber scanning.

5. Conclusion and discussion

The developed system utilizes an image acquisition device to
import fiber-acquired images during the fiber-scanning pro-
cess. Image noises induced from fiber-scanning motions are
reduced significantly through image cropping, rotation, blur-
ring, and sharpening processes. The subsequent image stitch-
ing process upgrades the synthesis performance for multiple
partial images and achieves smoothing effectiveness. Further-
more, identifying image feature points amongmultiple images
improves subsequent processing considerably. The resolution
tests verify that the prototype optical mechanism’s best image
resolution reaches 14.30 lp mm−1. Thus, the achievable image
resolution for an inspected object is 35 µm, close to most cells
with a diameter of 20 µm ∼ 100 µm in organisms. Hence, the
developed system successfully obtains panoramic images for
inspected objects by moving the mechanism to acquire images
through the fiber bundle.

For the 800 µm diameter fiber bundle to scan an area of
43.92 × 43.92 mm2 with a PWM driving frequency of 50 Hz,
which issues the 1.25 ms PWM signals, it takes 790 s to
accomplish the task. Employing servomotors with improved
resolutions to support PWM commands using faster frequen-
cies would facilitate the scanning speed. The prototype can
maintain the acquired image resolutions using the high-speed
FPGA processing board.

The moving mechanism could have multiple error sources,
such as that, conservatively estimated without manual polish-
ment or adjustment, the control error of the servo motors is
61 µm, the manufacturing error of the 3D printing is 100 µm,
and the installation error of the mechanism is 100 µm. The
transmission error of the gear-rack pairs is 68 µm. The gear
and rack’s tooth bending deformation error is negligible since
the fiber-scanning load is low and the 3D tough PLAmaterial’s
tensile modulus is more significant than 50MPa. TheGaussian
calculation reaches a resultant error of roughly 92 µm, assum-
ing the errors are random and uniformly distributed. The error
analysis estimates the position accuracy of the optical fiber

while scanning, and its deviationmight occur from the target in
the prescribed region. This study’s experiments using the 1951
USAF resolution test sample show that the achievable image
resolution verifies as 35 µm with a slow mechanism motion,
and the moving mechanism is fixed on an optical table to isol-
ate environmental isolations. The experiments show that the
error analysis prompts a resultant error estimate for the proto-
typed moving mechanism.

This research realizes that cumulative tolerances generate
during the gear-rack and assembly operations, which cause
the image to distort during the scanning. By elaborating
image processing and installing linear optical encoders on the
mechanism, improves the optical fiber positioning accuracy
and solves this progressive error problem. Thus, the optical
encoders installed can avoid the gear-rack backlash errors
and other assemble errors but significantly raise develop-
ment expenditure. Furthermore, for the servomotor assembly
options, using voice coil drivers can directly control the move-
ments of the linear mechanism. Nevertheless, this research
demonstrates a prototype using a moving mechanism to trans-
port an endoscope device at a lower cost.
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